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A sedimentary valley has a visible amplification effect on a seismic response, and the current 2D topographies cannot truthfully
reflect the twists and turns of a large-scale river valley. Taking a sinusoidal curved valley site as a model, the dynamic finite element
analysis method and the introduction of a viscoelastic artificial boundary were developed to study the 3D seismic response of the
dimensional topographies in the homogeneous curved valley to vertical incident P, SV, and SH waves..e results showed that the
bending sedimentary valley site earthquake presented significant features simultaneously, depending on the number of valley
bends, the frequency of the excitations, the shear wave velocity of sedimentary soil, and the depth of the river valley. .e surface
displacement amplitudes of three-dimensional meandering sedimentary valleys are significantly different from those of sedi-
mentary basins. .e amplification area of the meandering valley is related to the angle between the valley axis and wave vibration
direction, and the amplification effect is significant when the angle is small. .e movement in the main direction showed a center
focus, and the secondary y-direction displacement showed both a central focus and an edge effect. When the frequency of the
incident wave was close to the natural vibration frequency in a specific direction, the movement in this direction significantly
increased because of the resonance effect. .e displacement amplitude of the surface was proportional to the depth of the river
valley, and the surface displacement was presented in different forms based on the frequency of the excitations. .e results
provided some guidance for the earthquake resistance of the curved valley site.

1. Introduction

.ere are many rivers in China, especially in the western
region. Many important infrastructure projects such as dams
and bridges have been built, under construction, and pro-
posed in the valley site. However, China is a multiearthquake
country and the western region is the main strong earth-
quake area in China; many of these large-scale projects are
threatened by the potential earthquake. It is a major national
demand to prevent and resolve the earthquake disaster risk
of major projects in the valley site. .e phenomenon of
terrain effect has been confirmed by a large number of
measured seismic records and observed earthquake damage
[1–6]. Terrain effect is always an important wave problem in
seismology, earthquake engineering, and civil engineering.

In addition to the amplification of ground motion, the valley
topography can also cause the spatial variation of seismic
ground motion within the local site. .e peak value and
phase of seismic waves at different locations are different. It
can be seen that the valley terrain amplification effect has a
direct impact on the rationality of the earthquake input in
the seismic calculation of large-scale infrastructure projects
in China, which will seriously affect the reliability of the
seismic design of such projects.

Binhai New District in Tianjin is located in the east of
North China Plain and west of Bohai Bay, with flat terrain
and dense rivers; because of the influence of climate, pa-
leogeography environment, neotectonic movement, and sea-
land changes, the river course has changed many times since
the Late Pleistocene, and there are various scales of
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meandering ancient river course. .e construction projects
located on the ancient river course are more prone to
earthquake damage. For example, during the 1976 earth-
quake of Tangshan, many abnormal areas of earthquake
damage appeared in the ancient river channel area of
Tianjin; the distribution characteristics of earthquake
damage in these areas are that the collapse rate of buildings
from the edge of the river valley to the center of the river
valley is high, while the earthquake damage outside the river
valley is light; it shows that the valley site can amplify the
seismic wave. In recent years, with the rapid development of
engineering construction in coastal areas, the adverse impact
of ancient rivers on construction projects has become in-
creasingly prominent.

.eoretical investigations have assisted in revealing the
mechanisms of river valley topography effects. Beginning
with the preliminary work on the response of a valley to SH
waves, which was addressed by Aki and Larner [7], the
methodologies can be divided into two categories: analytical
and numerical. Some scholars have studied valley sites with
analytical solutions [8–18]. .e numerical analyses can be
classified into three types: domain-type [19–24], boundary-
type [25–33], and hybrid-type [34–37]. For a more com-
prehensive and extensive review of topographic effects, refer
to Zhou [38].

Notably, the abovementioned studies all involved two-
dimensional (2D) valley topography. Previous studies have
shown that there are significant differences between 3D scat-
tering and 2D scattering [39, 40]. In recent years, some scholars
have begun to study the 2.5D model [41–45], which has been
used to respond to three-dimensional ground motion. How-
ever, the 2.5D model still assumes that the valley section is the
same and that there is no spatial change in the terrain. .ese
studies belong to the category of the three-dimensional seismic
analysis of two-dimensional topography. Obviously, it is dif-
ficult to use the 2.5D model to accurately reflect the ground
motion law of a 3D meandering river valley. Similarly, some
excellent 3D papers that reflect the real topography are worth
mentioning [46–53], but they also fail to discuss the seismic
characteristics of the meandering river valley topography. In
reality, meandering river valley sites are universal in nature.
Figures 1 and 2 are satellite images of the Seine River in France
and the Haihe River in Tianjin, China. .ese satellite images
show that the valley sites have the apparent characteristics of
winding river valleys. A large number of river valleys can be
described as having a serpentine shape. As far as we know,
research on the seismic response of three-dimensional (3D)
meandering valley sites has not yet been conducted.

To fully understand the law of the influence of 3D
meandering river valley topography on a seismic dynamic
response as well as to ensure the safety of major trans-valley
projects under the threat of earthquakes, it is necessary to
study the dynamic response law of meandering valley to-
pography when seismic waves are incident. .is is done to
provide some guidance for the earthquake resistance of a
meandering valley site.

Utilizing finite element analysis software, several large-
scale three-dimensional meandering river valley models
have been established. In addition, viscoelastic artificial

boundaries have been introduced and three-dimensional
homogeneous meandering depositional site models have
been analyzed. Because there are more than ten million
three-dimensional model units, calculations are relatively
challenging to conduct. .erefore, this study introduced a
harmonic response analysis to evaluate the frequency do-
main solution of a three-dimensional model. .e equivalent
load in the time domain was transformed into an equivalent
load in the frequency domain using the fast Fourier
transform, and the surface displacement of a meandering
sedimentary valley site with an incident SV wave was
analyzed.

.e rest of the paper is organized as follows..e analysis
model and research methods are presented in Section 2,
which includes the introduction of the viscoelastic artificial
boundaries, the derivation of the equivalent nodal force
formula, and the opening of the time domain conversion in
the frequency domain. In Section 3, the applicability of this
method was verified using existing research. Section 4
discusses the numerical results in order to explore the effect
of the depth of the deposition, the frequency of the incident
wave, and multiple meandering sites. Section 5 describes
several conclusions.

2. Model and Methods

2.1. Model. .e seismic response of a three-dimensional
model of a meandering sedimentary valley was investigated.
For simplicity, the shape of the bend was simplified to a sine
curve. Ten-node solid elements and twenty-node high-order
solid elements were selected for the soil model. To satisfy an
automatic infinity radiation condition, a viscoelastic artifi-
cial boundary was added around the overall model, and the
viscouselastic artificial boundary was simulated with the
axial spring-damper unit.

Figure 1: Satellite map of Seine River in France.

Figure 2: Satellite map of Haihe River in Tianjin, China.
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Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the model for a three-
dimensional (3D) homogeneous meandering sedimentary
valley site. .e calculation parameters were as follows: av-
erage shear wave velocity of the soil layer Csv � 500m/s
(when analyzing the influencing factors of soil stiffness, CSV
is taken as Csv � 300m/s, Csv � 400m/s, Csv � 500m/s, and
Csv � 600m/s, respectively), density ρ1 � 1333 kg/m3,
Poisson’s ratio, and viscous damping. .e mean shear wave
velocity of the bedrock in the meandering elastic half space
was Cs � 1000m/s, density ρ0 � 2000 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio
v0 � 0.25, and viscous damping ζ1 � 0.02. .e plane P, SV,
and SH waves were incident perpendicularly from the
bedrock bottom surface, ζ1 � 0.05, and the amplitude of the
incident displacement of the P, SV, and SH waves was 1.0.
.e residual convergence was10-3. .e truncated boundary
size of the model is 4 times the site size of the meandering
valley..e discrete finite element model is shown in Figure 4
(because of the large size of the model, only part of the finite
element model of the intercepted cloud image is shown).

In order to fully display the manifestation of surface
displacement of the meandering valley and its vicinity, the
scope of the cloud image interception is only the result of
cloud image near the meandering valley of the model. .e
model plane dimensions of the one meandering sedimentary
valley model were 6800m × 3400m, the model plane di-
mensions of the two meandering sedimentary valley models
were 9600m × 4800m, and the model plane dimensions of
the three meandering sedimentary valley models were
12400m × 4800m. Using the two meandering sedimentary
valleys as an example, the model plane dimensions are as
shown in Figures 5 and 6.

2.2. +e Viscoelastic Boundary. When simulating founda-
tions, to eliminate the reflection of waves on the truncated
boundary and reduce the degree of freedom of calculation, it
was necessary to deal with the boundary of the local
foundation. .e method for dealing with this effect was to
impose an artificial boundary on the truncated boundary.
.e types of artificial boundaries include Sommerfeld
boundary [54], viscous boundary [55], superposition
boundary [56, 57], paraxial approximation boundary
[58–60], Higdon boundary [61], viscoelastic boundary
[62–64], and transmitting artificial boundary [65]. .e
emergence of these boundaries has promoted the application
of the finite element method in the seismic response of
multiple sites. Li and song used a transmitting artificial
boundary [66], and Gu et al. used viscoelastic boundaries to
analyze a two-dimensional terrain seismic response [67]. Liu
and Li [58] previously proposed a three-dimensional vis-
coelastic boundary based on two-dimensional viscoelastic
boundaries. Liu et al. [59] recently analyzed the seismic
response of reef construction sites based on viscoelastic
artificial boundaries. Similarly, some recent papers also
study site effects based on viscoelastic artificial boundaries
[60, 68]..e three-dimensional viscoelastic boundary con-
struction and ground motion input technology referred to in
this article approximate the realization of nonreflective
boundary conditions by setting spring and damping

elements along the three-axis axis at the unit node at the
truncated boundary. In ANSYS software, the COMBIN14
spring element was used for simulation. .e normal and
tangential damping coefficient and the spring stiffness at the
nodes were as follows:

Kbn � αn

G

R
Ab,

Cbn � ρcpAb,

Kbt � αt

G

R
Ab,

Cbt � ρcsAb,

(1)

where Kbn, Kbt, Cbn, andCbt are the damping coefficients
and the spring stiffnesses of the normal artificial boundary
and the tangential artificial boundary. G is the shear
modulus of the elastic layer, Ab is the influence area of the
boundary node, ρ is the mass density, αn and αt are the
correction factors of the reasonable and tangential springs,
respectively, R is the distance from the scattered wave source
of the artificial boundary node, and cp and cs are the P-wave
and s-wave velocities, respectively..e recommended values
that were given in the literature [58] were used in this study.
αn � 1.33 with αt � 0.67. .is value was obtained through
programming with the software APDL (ANSYS Parameter
Design Language).

2.3. Simplified Method for Inputting the Ground Motion.
When the viscoelastic boundary completely absorbed the
externally transmitted, scattered waves in the calculation
area, the problem of free field motion at the artificial
boundary node could be converted into the equivalent node
force at the artificial boundary node.

.e displacement vector of the free field of the artificial
boundary node was defined as u

ff

b � u v w 
T. .e ve-

locity vector was u
ff

b � u _v _w 
T, the stress tensor was

σff

b , the spring stiffness coefficient of the viscoelastic
boundary was Kb, and the damping coefficient was Cb. It was
repeatedly deduced that the equivalent node force acting on
the artificial boundary node was

Fb � Kbu
ff

b + Cbu
ff

b + σff

b n Ab, (2)

where Ab is the influence area of the boundary node, n is the
cosine vector of the direction of the normal outside the
boundary, and Kb is a 3× 3 diagonal array. .e boundary
surface and its form were different. When the normal course
of the boundary surface was parallel to the x-axis, it was

KBN

KBT

KBT

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. When the normal course of the

boundary surface was parallel to the y-axis, it was
KBT

KBN

KBT

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. When the normal course of the
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boundary surface was parallel to the z-axis, it was
KBT

KBT

KBN

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. We could obtain Cb in the same way.

In the actual calculation, the generally known surface
acceleration timescales were inverted to obtain the

acceleration incident waves at the ground surface of the
finite ground base for the calculation of the interception and
then integrated. .e corresponding velocity and displace-
ment incident waves could be obtained, and then, the ve-
locity and displacement of the entire free field could be
obtained according to the one-dimensional wave theory.
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Figure 3: Model diagram (NR indicates the number of meanders in a bent sedimentary valley).

Figure 4: Discrete finite element model (NR� 2).
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Figure 5: .e XY plane of two meandering river valleys.
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.emethod for converting the ground vibration input at
the boundary node into the equivalent node load input was
implemented by taking the analytic stress timings corre-
sponding to the incident displacement timings of the bottom
boundary and the free field timings of the side boundary as
the boundary load. A further derivation of the ground-vi-
bration input equation was performed to convert the stress

of the desired free field into the displacement and velocity of
the solved free field.

Because of the length, only the equivalent nodal force
formula of the bottom boundary is given below when P
wave, SV wave, and SH wave are vertically incident.

.e equivalent nodal force of the bottom boundary when
P wave is incident vertically can be written as follows:

F
−z
x � 0,

F
−z
y � KBT v0(t)  + v0 t −

2H

cs

  + CBT _v0(t) + _v0 t −
2H

cs

   + ρcs _v0(t) + _v0 t −
2H

cs

   Ab,

F
−z
z � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

.e equivalent nodal force of the lower bound when the
SV wave is incident vertically can be written as follows:

F
−z
x � KBT u0(t)  + u0 t −

2H

cs

  + CBT _u0(t) + _u0 t −
2H

cs

   + ρcs _u0(t) − _u0 t −
2H

cs

    · Ab,

F
−z
y � 0,

F
−z
z � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

.e equivalent nodal force of the lower bound when the
SH wave is incident vertically can be reported as follows:

F
−z
x � 0,

F
−z
y � KBT v0(t)  + v0 t −

2H

cs

  + CBT _v0(t) + _v0 t −
2H

cs

   + ρcs _v0(t) + _v0 t −
2H

cs

   Ab,

F
−z
z � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

.e superscript of the equivalent load indicates the
normal direction of the interface where the node was cut off,
and the subscript indicates the direction of the equivalent
load..e formulas for the equivalent node forces of the other
four surfaces were similar.

According to the fast Fourier algorithm FFT (fast Fourier
transform), the corresponding ground motion input in the
time domain needed to be converted into the fast Fourier

transform and into the ground motion input in the fre-
quency domain. .e formula of the incident wave and the
reflected wave in the frequency domain was eiωt±ikz. Among
the variables,ω is the angular frequency of the incident wave,
k is the wave number of P, SV, and SH, and z is the depth of
this node. .e equivalent load on the viscoelastic bottom
surface boundary in the frequency domain could be obtained
with the Fourier transform.
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.e equivalent nodal force of the bottom edge in the
frequency domain when the P wave is incident vertically can
be written as follows:

F
−z
x � 0,

F
−z
y � 0,

F
−z
z � KBT · 2 cos(kz) + ρcs · (−1) · 2ω sin(kz) + i · CBT · 2ω cos(kz)  · Ab.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(6)

.e equivalent nodal force of the lower edge in the
frequency domain when the SV wave is incident vertically
can be written as follows:

F
−z
x � KBT · 2 cos(kz) + ρcs · (−1) · 2ω sin(kz) + i · CBT · 2ω cos(kz)  · Ab,

F
−z
x � 0,

F
−z
x � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(7)

.e equivalent nodal force of the lower edge in the
frequency domain when the HS wave is incident vertically
can be written as follows:

F
−z
x � KBT · 2 cos(kz) + ρcs · (−1) · 2ω sin(kz) + i · CBT · 2ω cos(kz)  · Ab,

F
−z
z � 0,

F
−z
z � ρcs · (−1) · 2ω sin(kz) · Ab.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(8)

3. Accuracy Verification

Owing to the lack of a completely accurate analytic solution
for the scattering of elastic waves by a 3D alluvial basin, the
accuracy verification was performed by comparing the re-
sults with the available solutions by accurate numerical
methods.

To verify the numerical precision of applying the har-
monic response analysis to solve the seismic response of
sedimentary basins using viscoelastic boundaries, Figures
7–9 are created, showing the surface displacement ampli-
tudes around a hemispherical basin with a radius of 200m in
a homogeneous half-space compared with the 3D results of
Mossessian [39, 69]. .e parameters for the model were as
follows: basin radius R � 200m, shear wave velocity in the
basin vs1 � 500m/s, compression wave velocity
vP1 � 1000m/s, density ρ

1
� 1400 kg/m3, shear wave velocity

outside the basin vs2 � 500m/s, compression wave velocity
vP2 � 500m/s, density ρ2 � 2000 kg/m3, both inside and
outside Poisson’s ratio μ � 0.3, and dimensionless frequency
η � 0.5 and η � 0.75.

Figures 7–9 show that the results of the present study
agreed well when solving the seismic response of sedi-
mentary basins. At the same time, the results in Figure 9 also
show that the existence of the sedimentary basin had a
significant effect on the amplification of seismic waves.

4. Numerical Results and Discussions

4.1. +e Influence of the Excitation Frequency.
Figures 9–26 show the overlooking cloud diagram of the
surface displacement amplitude of the site of a three-di-
mensional meandering valley when P, SV, and SH waves of
different frequencies incident uniformly meandering sedi-
mentary valleys. Figures 10, 11, 16, 21, and 22, are the surface
displacement amplitude of the meandering valley under the
incident P wave, Figures 12, 13, 17, 18, 23, and 24 are the
surface displacement amplitude of the meandering valley
under the incident SV wave, and Figures 14, 15, 19, 20, 25,
and 26 are the surface displacement amplitude of the
meandering valley under the incident SH wave. As can be
seen from the figures, no matter P, SV, or SH waves, the
spatial displacement distribution presents a strong center
symmetry, indicating that the amplitude distribution of
surface displacement of low frequencies is more simple.
When the incident wave frequency increases in high fre-
quency, the surface displacement amplitude presents a more
complex form and the surface spatial displacement ampli-
tude distribution of the meandering river valley becomes
complex. In addition, with the increase of incident frequency
at low frequency, the amplitude of surface displacement
increases significantly; with the increase of incident wave
frequency at high frequency, the surface displacement
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appears multipoint focusing alternating amplification and
significant attenuation effect.

Figures 10 and 11 show that when the P-wave frequency
f� 1.5Hz, 2.0Hz, the main direction of displacement Ux
presents the overall displacement amplification; at the same
time, the half-space free field displacement near the
meandering valley also has an amplification effect, and the
surface displacement in the enlarged area shows a focusing
effect along the horizontal center of the valley. .is is be-
cause the vibration direction of the P wave is perpendicular
to the axis of sedimentary valley; the sinuous sedimentary
valley vibrates vertically as a whole as the soft soil valley. .e
deposition meandering valley shows centers focusing am-
plification, and the amplification effect of the valley cross
section decreases along both sides. Taking the displacement
Ux in the main direction f� 2.0Hz as an example, the center
displacement peak of the meandering valley is 3.9 and the
edge displacement peak is 2.8, which is 39.3% higher than
that of the edge center focusing effect of the meandering
valley. Also, with the increase of incident wave frequency,
the displacement peak in the main direction increases sig-
nificantly and the displacement peak of f� 2.0Hz increases
77.3% compared with f� 1.5Hz. In particular, it can be seen
from the figures that the displacement peaks ofUx andUy in
the secondary direction are concentrated near the edge of the
meandering valley, showing “an edge effect.” Similarly, with
the increase of incident wave frequency, the displacement in
the secondary direction also increases to a certain extent.

As shown in Figures 12 and 13, when the low-frequency
SV wave is incident, the deposition site is a soft soil layer and
the whole site of the meandering valley has a certain degree of
amplification effect. Different from the incident of P wave,
when NR� 2, the displacement amplification effect of the
meandering partially and the linear part of the site of the
meandering deposition valley is different. .e displacement
Ux in the main direction shows that the displacement am-
plification is obvious within a certain range of x� 3400m and
x� 4800m (meandering corner). .is is because when the SV
wave vibrates along the x-direction, the included angle be-
tween the valley axis and the vibration direction is small, while
the sight axis in other meandering sections is basically vertical
to the vibration direction. Similar to the general deposition
site, the displacement amplification area shows the center
focusing effect, and at low frequency, the displacement am-
plitude increases significantly with the increase of incident
wave frequency. For example, the surface displacement
amplitude is 5.0 when f� 1.5Hz, which increases by about
85.2% compared with the peak value of the surface dis-
placement when f� 1.0Hz. .e amplifying regions of Uy and
Uz displacement in the secondary direction are opposite to
those in the main direction. .e displacement Uy shows
central focusing, the displacement Uz shows an edge effect,
and the increase of incident wave frequency will obviously
increase the displacement peak in the secondary direction; for
example, when f� 1.5Hz, the displacement Uy is amplified 5
times relative to the displacement peak value of 1.0Hz.

Figures 14 and 15 show that the SH wave incident at low
frequency (f� 1.0Hz, 1.5Hz, and 1.8Hz) is similar to the SV
wave incident. .e main direction displacement Uy has a

SV wave
incidence
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R

Figure 6: .e YZ plane of two meandering river valleys.
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Figure 10: P wave incident (f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 11: P wave incident (f� 2.9Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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certain degree of amplification effect in the whole site of the
meandering valley, and the amplification effect becomes
more obvious in the meandering valley section (except the
meandering corner). .e reasons are as follows: the SH wave
vibrates along the y-direction. .e angle between the axis of

the deposition meandering valley and the vibration direction
is small, while the axes of other sites are basically vertical to
the vibration direction. .erefore, the meandering valley
section (excluding the meandering corners) intensifies the
vibration of the site and the displacement amplitude is large.
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Figure 13: SV wave incident (f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 14: SH wave incident (f� 1.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 15: SH wave incident (f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 16: P wave incident (f� 3.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Moreover, with the increase of incident wave frequency, the
center focusing effect becomes more obvious and the am-
plitude of the displacement peak at f� 1.5Hz is 60% higher
than that at f� 1.0Hz. .e secondary displacement Ux is
centered on the sinuous segment. Uz presents an edge

focusing, focusing on straight lines and winding corners.
With the increase of incident wave frequency, the dis-
placement peak in the secondary-direction increases ex-
ponentially. For example, the Uy displacement peak in the
secondary direction (f� 1.5Hz) is 5 times that of f� 1.0Hz
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Figure 17: SV wave incident (f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 18: SV wave incident (f� 3.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 19: SH wave incident (f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 20: SH wave incident (f� .3.0Hz,H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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and the amplitude of Uz displacement in the case of
f� 1.5Hz is 3 times that of f� 1.0Hz.

It is worth noting that, as an asymmetric site, the site of
meandering valley has multiorder and multidirection nat-
ural vibration frequency. When the incident wave frequency
reaches the natural vibration frequency in the corresponding

direction, the surface displacement in the corresponding
direction will show a more complex form and the dis-
placement amplitude will also increase significantly due to
the resonance effect.

As shown in Figure 16, when the P wave is incident and a
higher frequency is incident (f� 3.0Hz), f� 3.0Hz is close to
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Figure 21: P wave incident (f� 4.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 22: P wave incident (f� 5.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 23: SV wave incident (f� 4.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 24: SV wave incident (f� 5.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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a certain natural vibration frequency of its vibration di-
rection. .e displacement amplitude distribution of the
meandering valley is inconsistent with other forms. Because
of the resonance effect, the maximum displacement peak
value of the meandering valley is as high as 5.1, which is 2.55
times larger than the half-space field..e amplification effect
of Uy and Uz in the secondary y-direction is also obvious.

As shown in Figure 17, when an SV wave is incident
(f� 2.0Hz), the incident frequency reaches the natural
frequency in the x-direction of the valley, which is different
from the incident frequency of other frequencies. On the
contrary, the displacement of the sinuous valley section is
obvious, with an amplitude of about 4.1. Meanwhile, it also
intensifies the surface displacement amplitude of Uy in the
secondary direction, with an amplitude of about 3.4. As
shown in Figure 18, f� 3.0Hz belongs to the natural vi-
bration frequency in the y-direction of the meandering river
valley and the displacement peakUy in the y-direction of the
surface is the largest, which is as high as about 5.1, and shows
the multipoint center focusing effect.

As shown in Figure 19, when an SH wave is incident
(f� 2.0Hz), the surface displacement amplitude presents
different manifestations. .e displacement amplification
effect is obvious in the straight segment and winding corner,
and the displacement amplitude in the main direction is 4.9.
As shown in Figure 20, theUy displacement peak in themain
direction (f� 3.0Hz) is as high as 7.6, which is 3.8 times
larger than the displacement peak at the free site. It should be
noted that the resonance effect also causes a large amplifi-
cation effect of the secondary displacement. For example,
when f� 3.0Hz is incident, the secondary displacementUx is
as high as 4.3 and the Uz displacement peak is as high as 7.4.

.erefore, it can be fully demonstrated that the reso-
nance effect will significantly affect the peak value and
manifestation of surface displacement. When a high fre-
quency of wave is incident, the spatial distribution of dis-
placement amplitude of the meandering river valley
becomes more complex, mainly showing the alternating
occurrence of multipoint focusing. With the increase of
incident frequency, the amplification and weakening of
multipoint focusing become more obvious. Because of the
existence of the site of the meandering river valley, the
waveform is transformed and superimposed by the sedi-
mentary transmission, body, and the surface displacement
peak is amplified or weakened by multipoint focusing on the
semispace site near the meandering river valley.

As shown in Figures 21 and 22, when P wave is incident
vertically, for example, f� 4.0Hz and f� 5.0Hz, multipoint
focusing on the half-space field weakens the surface dis-
placement amplitude and the multipoint range displacement
of the site weakens to zero effect. .e displacementUx in the
main direction of the meandering river valley shows the
coexistence of multipoint center focusing and multipoint
edge effect. f� 4.0Hz shows the displacement amplification
of the edge effect and the displacement weakening of the
center focusing effect. f� 5.0Hz is opposite to f� 4.0Hz,
where edge effect weakens the displacement of the river
valley and center focusing amplifies the displacement. .e
subdirection displacement Uy presents multipoint edge
focus on the whole, while the Ux sinuous segment presents
edge focus and the straight segment presents multipoint
center focus.

As shown in Figures 23 and 24, when the SV wave is
vertically incident and the incident frequency f� 4.0Hz, the
deposition site acts as the transmission body of the incident
wave and reflected wave, and the waveform has complex
reflection and diffraction effects on both sides of the circular
arc, resulting in a strong center focusing effect in a certain
area at the center of the circular arc in the half-space field. As
a result, the displacement peak of the half-space field in this
region is greatly amplified or decreased. When f� 4.0Hz is
incident, the half-space free field has a bit peak amplification
effect near the winding river valley, which is about 65%.
When f� 5.0Hz is incident, the displacement in this region
has a weakening effect and the displacement amplitude
decreases to about 0. Different from when a low frequency of
wave is incident, when a high frequency of wave is incident,
the subdirection displacement of straight-line region of
meandering river valley also appears multipoint center fo-
cusing phenomenon, f� 4.0Hz subdirection Uz straight-line
segment displacement peak reaches up to about 3.0,
f� 5.0Hz, “boundary effect” occurs, and displacement am-
plitude is 5.6..is phenomenon reflects that the meandering
valley terrain needs to pay attention to the secondary dis-
placement peak at the same time to prevent the occurrence
of excessive secondary displacement peak.

As shown in Figures 25 and 26, when the SH wave is
incident at a vertical high frequency (f� 4.0, 5.0Hz), the
spatial distribution of displacement amplitude of
meandering river valley presents the effect of multipoint
focusing radiation and the spatial displacement becomes
more complex. When f� 4.0Hz, the surface displacement of
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Figure 25: SH wave incident (f� 4.0Hz, H� 100m, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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the meandering valley site presents a central focus and the
surface displacement of the valley is greatly weakened.
Because of the complex coherent effect of the waveform in
the valley terrain, the turbulence around the valley is intense
and the half-space free field displacement has multipoint
focusing amplification. .e surface displacement of the site
with f� 5.0Hz is opposite to that of the site with f� 4.0, and
the site with a meandering valley presents the center fo-
cusing amplification.

4.2. +e Influence of Depth of the River Valley.
Figures 27–38 show the vertical cloud images of surface
displacement amplitudes of three-dimensional meandering
valleys at different depths under the vertical incident of P,
SV, and SH waves. In order to more fully reflect the impact
of sinuous valley depth on the surface displacement am-
plitude of incident waves, the incident waves in the model
are all incident at a lower frequency in the sedimentary valley
when studying the impact of valley depth. For P-wave
analysis, the frequency of incident wave was f� 2.0Hz, and
for SV and SH wave analysis, f� 2.0Hz. (To explain the
reason, the characteristic law of P-wave f� 1.0Hz was not
obvious through the above incident frequency analysis.)
Figures 27–30 are the amplitude of surface displacement
under P wave incident, Figures 31–34 are the amplitude of
surface displacement under SV wave incident, and
Figures 35–38 are the amplitude of surface displacement
under SH wave incident.

As can be seen from Figures 27–30, the spatial distri-
bution of the displacement in the main direction is simple
when the P wave is incident and the displacement in the low
frequency is in vertical uniform vibration. .e displacement
of the valley presents a focal amplification..e amplification
effect of the cross section of the valley is weakened along the
center of the section, and the displacement in the main
direction Uz increases with the increase of the depth of the
valley. .e maximum displacement amplitude of H� 150m
depth is 35.9% higher than that of H� 100m depth. .e
secondary displacement increases slightly. In particular,
when H� 175m, the surface displacement amplitude of the
site presents different manifestations and the secondary
displacement increases significantly. .e reason for this
phenomenon may be that when f� 1.5Hz, the incident wave
frequency reaches the natural frequency of the site at this
depth, the displacement is significantly amplified, and the
spatial distribution law is significantly different.

As can be seen in Figures 31–34, when the SV wave is
incident, the same low-frequency incident displacement
spatial distribution is relatively simple. Figures 31–34 show
that the main direction of the displacement peak Ux
appeared in the winding line segment and winding valley
corner, the peak appeared in the opposite direction from the
main direction of displacement, and Ux and Uy expressed a
central focus and offers to show the edge effect. With the
increase of sinuous valley depth, the amplification effect of
displacement in all directions tends to be obvious with the
increase of deposition depth and the displacement peak
basically increases exponentially. When H� 150m, the Ux

displacement peak of the meandering valley is 1.47 times
that of 125m and that of the deposition valley is 1.48 times
that of H� 150m. It is noted that, at x� 200m and
x� 9400m (the junction of the valley and half-space),
subdirection displacement Uz presents “boundary effect,”
and with the increase of depth, “boundary effect” becomes
more and more obvious; for example, when H� 175m
depth, its boundary effect displacement peak is as high as
about 1.0. It is suggested that future projects need to pay
attention to this “boundary effect.”

It can be seen from Figures 35–38, when the SH wave is
incident, the displacement spatial distribution of low-fre-
quency incident is relatively simple and the manifestation is
basically the same as the low-frequency incident discussed
above. However, with the increase of valley depth, the
sedimentary valley acts as a wave transmission, body, and the
deeper the valley depth is, the transformation, diffraction,
and scattering of incident waveform are more sufficient. .e
amplitudes of the displacement in the three directions of the
valley surface will increase, and the amplitudes of the dis-
placement in the winding corner will increase obviously,
especially theUx amplitude. WhenH� 150m,Uy amplitude
in the main direction increases by 37.5% compared with that
in H� 125m, and Uy amplitude H� 175m increases by
34.1% compared with that H� 125m. Compared with
H� 125m, the Ux amplitude in the subdirection of
H� 150m increases by 100% and the Ux amplitude in the
valley of H� 175m increases by 80%. .e Uz amplitude in
the main direction of the valley with H� 150m increases by
75% compared with that of the valley with H� 125m, and
the Uz amplitude in the valley with H� 175m increases by
57% compared with that in the valley with H� 125m. It can
be seen that the depth of the sedimentary valley can sig-
nificantly increase the displacement amplitudes in the three
directions of the sinuous valley, and the amplification effect
of the topography on seismic waves should be fully con-
sidered for projects with large actual depth.

4.3. +e Influence of Depth of the Shear Wave Velocity of the
Sedimentary Layer. Shear wave velocity determines soil
stiffness. To study the influence of soil stiffness on the surface
displacement amplitude of different meandering sedimen-
tary valleys, the surface displacement amplitude cloud maps
of Cs � 300m/s, Cs � 400m/s, Cs � 500m/s, and Cs � 600m/s
under the action of different incident waves are given below.
Similarly, in order to fully reflect the research law, the low-
frequency incident wave is used to incident the sedimentary
valley.

For the incident of P wave, the amplitude of surface
displacement varies with soil stiffness, as shown in
Figures 39–42. It can be seen that when the soil stiffness is
smaller, the amplitude of surface displacement in three
directions of the winding river valley becomes larger, that is,
the amplification effect of soft soil on ground motion is
obvious..e change of wave velocity in the low soil layer has
a significant effect on the main direction displacement Uz,
but has little effect on the secondary direction displacement
basically. When the shear wave velocity of the soil layer is
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small, such as Cs � 300m/s, the amplification of the main
direction displacement is very significant and the surface
displacement is about 9.1 times; when Cs � 400m/s, main
direction displacement Uz increases 52.2% compared with
Cs � 600m/s. At the same time, the whole vertical vibration

of the winding river valley is displayed. .e results indicate
that the smaller the soil stiffness is, the larger the surface
displacement amplitude of P-wave ground motion can be.

For SV wave incident, the amplitude of surface dis-
placement varies with soil stiffness, as shown in
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Figure 26: SH wave incident (H� 100m, f� 5.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 27: P wave incident (H� 100m, f� 2.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 28: P wave incident (H� 125m, f� 2.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 29: P wave incident (H� 150m, f� 2.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figures 43–46. It can be seen that, as the soil stiffness is
smaller when an SV wave is incident, the surface dis-
placement in three directions has an obvious amplification
effect.

When the soil stiffness is large (Cs> 500m/s), the spatial
distribution of surface displacement does not change and the
displacement amplitude changes significantly. For example,
the displacement amplitude of Cs � 500m/s in the main
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Figure 30: P wave incident (H� 175m, f� 2.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 31: SV wave incident (H� 100m, f� 1.5Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 32: SV wave incident (H� 125m, f� 1.5Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 33: SV wave incident (H� 150m, f� 1.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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directionUx increases by 81.8% compared withCs � 600m/s.
.e displacement amplitude Uy of Cs � 500m/s is increased
by 150% compared with Cs � 600m/s. When the soil stiffness
is small (Cs< 500m/s), because of the coherent action of the
river valley, the displacement of the area near the winding
corner weakens to about 0. It is worth noting that the

amplification effect of wave velocity in lower soil layer on
ground motion is very obvious. When Cs � 300m/s, the
amplification of displacement in the main direction is nearly
11.6 times and the amplification in the secondary direction is
also obvious, with Uy as high as 11.6 and Uz as high as 7.1,
which fully indicates that the incident wave will have a
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Figure 34: SV wave incident (H� 175m, f� 1.5Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 35: SH wave incident (H� 100m, f� 1.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 36: SH wave incident (H� 125m, f� 1.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 37: SH wave incident (H� 150m, f� 1.0Hz, Cs � 500m/s, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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strong coherent effect in the low wave velocity soil layer, and
the surface displacement is significantly amplified. It is fully
indicated that the increase of the stiffness ratio of bedrock to
soil layer will significantly increase the surface displacement
amplitude of the meandering valley.

Since SH wave is incident, as shown in Figures 47–50 for
the surface displacement amplitude with the change rule of
soil stiffness, it can be found that, consistent with the in-
cidence of SV waves, the smaller the stiffness of the soil, the
greater the magnification effect of the surface displacement
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Figure 38: SH wave incident (Cs � 500m/s, f� 1.0Hz, H� 175m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 39: P wave incident (Cs � 300m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 40: P wave incident (Cs � 400m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 41: P wave incident (Cs � 500m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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in the three directions. It is worth noting that when the SH
wave is incident, the magnification and position of the
ground displacement are significantly different from that of
the SV. Similarly, when the soil stiffness is small (Cs< 500m/
s), the amplification effect of wave velocity on ground
motion in low soil layer is significant. When Cs � 300m/s,

the displacement in three directions increases significantly
and presents different manifestations. .e displacement
amplification in the main direction Ux is significant near
x� 3400m and x� 6200m, and the peak value is as high as
16.9. .e displacement amplitude of Uy and Uz is up to 12
and 7.2, respectively. When the soil stiffness is large

0 0.10 0.1 0.1 0.20.2 0.2 0.30.1

(a)

0 0.10 0.1 0.1 0.20.2 0.2 0.30.1

(b)

1.7 1.81.8 1.9 2 2.22.1 2.3 2.32
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Figure 42: P wave incident (Cs � 600m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 43: SV wave incident (Cs � 300m/s, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 44: SV wave incident (Cs � 400m/s, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 45: SV wave incident (Cs � 500m/s, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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(Cs> 500m/s), the spatial distribution of surface displace-
ment does not change and the displacement amplitude
changes significantly. For example, the displacement am-
plitude Uy in the main direction of Cs � 500m/s increases by
37.9% compared with that of Cs � 600m/s..e displacement
amplitude of Cs � 500m/s is 150% higher than that of
Cs � 600m/s. Again, it fully shows that the incident wave has
a strong, coherent effect in the soil layer with low wave
velocity and the surface displacement is significantly am-
plified. It is fully indicated that the increase of the stiffness
ratio of bedrock to soil layer will significantly increase the
surface displacement amplitude of the meandering valley.

4.4. +e Influence of the Number of Valley Meanders. It is
worth noting that the number of bends in meandering
sedimentary valleys may have a certain influence on seismic
fluctuations, and take the same radius of three-dimensional
hemisphere sedimentary basins with the different numbers
of the winding valley site for contrast analysis; the three-
dimensional hemisphere sedimentary basin radius
R� 100m, meandering river sedimentary depth H� 100m,
P-wave analysis of incident wave frequency f� 2.0Hz, and
SV and SH wave analysis takes f� 2.0Hz to study the surface
displacement amplitude of three-dimensional hemispheric
sedimentary basins with different sinuous numbers. From
Figures 3–48 to Figures 3–53, we can see the overlooking
cloud diagram of surface displacement amplitude of a
uniformly deposited valley site with different sinuous
numbers (NR� 1, NR� 2, and NR� 3) under incident fre-
quencies of P, SV, and SH waves. Figures 51–54 show the
surface displacement amplitude of P wave, Figures 55–58
show the surface displacement amplitude of SV wave, and
Figures 59–62 show the surface displacement amplitude of
SH wave. It can be seen from the figures that regardless of P,
SV, or SH waves, the surface displacement amplitudes of
meandering valley sites are significantly different from those
of hemispheric sedimentary basins, but the number of
meandering has little influence on the surface displacement
amplitudes. Studying valley sites with different numbers of
meandering helps to understand the surface displacement of
their meandering valley terrain in the meandering curve
section.

Figure 51 shows the amplitude cloud of surface dis-
placement of a three-dimensional hemispheric sedimentary
basin under P-wave incidence. .e main direction Uz shows
the focal amplification effect of the basin center, while the
secondary direction Ux and Uy show the amplification effect
of the basin edge. Figure 52 number as shown in Figure 54 for
different sedimentary valley overlooking the contours of the
surface displacement amplitude from which you can see,
winding valley and depositing hemisphere form, presents the
main direction Uz center is focused on the amplification,
presents the Ux direction displacement and Uy edge effect,
and different sedimentary valley winding numbers showing a
consistent form of surface displacement. It can be seen from
the figures that, under the incident of P wave, the displace-
ment amplitude of Uz in the main direction of the sinuous
sedimentary valley increases by about 25% compared with the

basin in the sedimentary hemisphere, the displacement in the
secondary direction Ux increases by 100%, and the dis-
placement in the secondary direction Uy increases by 33%.

Figure 55 shows the amplitude cloud of surface dis-
placement in a three-dimensional hemispheric sedimentary
basin under SV wave incidence. Similarly, the amplitude of
surface displacement in the main direction Ux shows the
focal amplification effect in the center of the basin, and the
amplitude of surface displacement is 2.6. .e secondary
direction displacement Uy shows the focal amplification in
the periphery of the basin, and the secondary direction
displacement Uz shows the focal amplification in the center
of the basin. Figures 56–58 show the overhead cloud dia-
grams of surface displacement amplitudes of sedimentary
valleys with different winding numbers, fromwhich it can be
seen that similar to the P wave, surface displacement of
sedimentary valleys with different winding numbers pres-
ents basically the same form of expression. As can be seen
from the figures, under SV wave incidence, Ux in the main
direction of the meandering river valley shows significant
displacement amplification near the straight-line segment
and the meandering corner, showing a central focusing
effect. .e secondary displacement Uy shows that the focal
amplification is significant in the valley center of each
meandering section. .e secondary direction displacement
Uz shows the edge effect, and the displacement of both sides
of the valley is obviously amplified. At the same time, the
curved valley on both sides of the displacement Uz exists the
multipoint focusing amplification effect in the semispace site
near the edge of the valley due to the waveform transfor-
mation and diffraction, scattering, and other effects, and the
focusing area shows the left and right symmetry in the
overlooking cloud image.

As can be seen from the figures compared with the three-
dimensional sedimentary hemispheric basin, under SV wave
incidence, the displacement amplitude of sinuous sedi-
mentary valley in the main direction Ux is twice that of the
sedimentary hemispheric basin and the displacement in the
secondary direction Uz is 1.5 times that of the sedimentary
hemispheric basin. Compared with the hemispheric sedi-
mentary basin, the displacement in the secondary direction
Uy is more significant and magnified by about 12 times.

Figure 59 shows the amplitude cloud of surface dis-
placement in a three-dimensional hemispheric sedimentary
basin under SH wave incidence. .e amplitude of surface
displacement under SH wave incidence is consistent with that
under SV wave incidence. Figures 59–62 show overhead cloud
pictures of surface displacement amplitude of sedimentary
valleys with different sinuous numbers. It is worth noting that
the site of sinuous valleys is different from that of sedimentary
basins in that the manifestation of surface displacement under
SH wave incidence is different from that under SV wave
incidence. .e main direction Uy in the main direction of the
meandering river valley shows significant displacement am-
plification in the meandering curves’ segment (except around
themeandering corner), showing a central-focusing effect..e
secondary displacement Ux is consistent with the major
displacement amplification. Unlike the incidence of SV waves,
the surface displacement of the zigzag valley section is
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significant. .is is because the SH wave vibrates along the y-
axis, and the waveforms in the curved river valley on both sides
of the zigzag and related effects such as waveform conversion,
scattering, and diffraction occur. .e half space near the river
valley also has a certain amplification effect. It can be seen from
the figures that compared with the three-dimensional sedi-
mentary hemispheric basin, the displacement amplitude of the

sinuous sedimentary valley in the main direction Uy is 1.7
times that of the sedimentary hemispheric basin under SH
wave incidence and the displacement Uz in the secondary
direction is 1.5 times that of the sedimentary hemispheric
basin. Compared with the hemispheric sedimentary basin, the
displacementUx in the secondary direction is more significant
and magnified by about 11 times.
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Figure 46: SV wave incident (Cs � 600m/s, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 47: SH wave incident (Cs � 300m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 48: SH wave incident (Cs � 400m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 49: SH wave incident (Cs � 500m/s, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 50: SH wave incident (f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 600m/s, NR� 2). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 51: P wave incident (3D sedimentary hemispheric basin, f = 2.0 Hz, R = 100 m, Cs = 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view
(a) ux, (b) uy, (c) uz.
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Figure 52: P wave incident (NR� 1, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 53: P wave incident (NR� 2, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 54: P wave incident (NR� 3, f� 2.0Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 55: SV wave incident (3D sedimentary hemispheric basin, f� 1.5Hz, R� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud
view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 56: SV wave incident (NR� 1, f� 1.5.0Hz,H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 57: SV wave incident (NR� 2, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 58: SV wave incident (NR� 3, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 59: SH wave incident (3D sedimentary hemispheric basin, f� 1.5Hz, R� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud
view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 60: SH wave incident (NR� 1, f� 1.5Hz, H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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Figure 61: SH wave incident (NR� 2, f� 1.5.0Hz,H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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5. Conclusion

In this study, a simplified three-dimensional sinuous
meandering sedimentary valley was investigated using the
harmonic response analysis of finite element analysis. It was
verified that this method could effectively solve the fre-
quency domain analysis of ground motion in a sedimentary
valley. .e study showed that, for vertical incidence of P
wave, SV wave, and SH wave, seismic response of the three-
dimensional sedimentary valley meander is mainly deter-
mined by the incidence frequency (f ), the depth of depo-
sition (H), the sedimentary soil shear wave velocity, the
number of meanders (NR), and so on.

(1) Compared with three-dimensional hemispheric
sedimentary basins, the amplification effect of sur-
face displacement amplitudes on three-dimensional
meandering sedimentary valley sites is more sig-
nificant. .e amplification effect of surface dis-
placement amplitudes in the main direction is about
2 times that in hemispheric sedimentary basins, the
amplification effect of displacement amplitudes in
the secondary direction is more obvious, and the
maximum displacement amplitudes are about 12
times of that in hemispheric sedimentary basins. It is
indicated that the amplification effect of ground
motion should be paid special attention in large
winding river valley site engineering.

(2) .e results show that when the angle between the axis
of the meandering valley and the vibration direction is
small, it belongs to the obvious amplification area
of ground motion, while when the axis of the
meandering valley is basically vertical to the vibration
direction, the amplification effect of ground motion is
small and it belongs to the safe area of engineering
construction. For the P wave, the displacement Ux in
themain direction shows a significant amplification of
the overall displacement of the meandering valley. For
SV waves in sedimentary valleys, the displacementUx
in the main direction is obviously amplified in a
certain range of meandering corners. .e amplifica-
tion effect of main direction displacement Uy on SH
wave is more obvious in meandering valley section
(except meandering corner).

(3) .e weakening effect, with the increase of the
number of meanders NR, was increasingly obvious

in the vent area. .e maximum reduction of surface
displacement in the main direction is 73%. At the
junction of the straight section of the meandering
sedimentary river valley site and the free site, the
straight section had a significant boundary effect at
the junction of the meandering section. .e main
direction displacement amplitude was 24% higher
than the general displacement amplitude of the
straight section due to the boundary effect. It is
recommended that special attention be paid to this in
future river valley projects.

(4) As the frequency of the incident wave approached
the natural frequency of one direction, the dis-
placement in this direction increased significantly,
indicating that the resonance effect of the
meandering sedimentary river valley site had a
substantial effect on the displacement in one di-
rection. For example, when f � 1.8Hz, the surface
displacement amplitude in the main direction (x-
direction) is close to 7.0. When the displacement in
the main direction reached 7.0, it was near the
natural frequency of the z-direction and the dis-
placement in the z-direction of the secondary di-
rection was as high as 5.6.

(5) With respect to the three influencing variables dis-
cussed in the study, the number of meanders NR was
the main factor that affected the partial displacement
reduction and the enlargement of the deposition site
in the bend section..e low-frequency incident wave
frequency f and the deposition depth H were the
main factors that affected the amplitude of the
surface displacement. .e high-frequency incident
wave frequency f was the main factor that affected
the transformation of the surface displacement
characteristics [70–72].
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Figure 62: SH wave incident (NR� 3, f� 1.5.0Hz,H� 100m, and Cs � 500m/s). Top view displacement cloud view (a) ux, (b) uy, and (c) uz.
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